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Abstract: Bank is a special corporation and plays a vital role in economic circulation. In order to achieve sustainable bank management in emerging markets such as Vietnam, this paper measures bank management capabilities in famous model under impacts of both macro internal and external variables during low inflation time 2015-2020 in the country. During covid 19 and US-China commerce war, analyzing these impacts to have a netter management plans are necessary for commercial banks to respond to economic recession and impacts from trade war. In recent years, research scholars link banking sustainability with CSR and community and environment; however this study takes another macro approach to banking sustainability. This research paper aims to figure out what are recommendations to management better bank performance to respond to fluctuation sin macro conditions under the case of one of big listed Vietnam commercial bank, Saigon Hanoi Bank (SHB) during the low inflation period 2015-2020 with stock price weekly data. We use an econometric model with Eviews to estimate impacts from 9 macro variables on Beta CAPM. We find out that bank management team need to pay attention to macro contex in which increasing VNIndex and lending rate and Risk free rate.

Then, one of its major findings is the suggestion of macro and risk management policies for bank and relevant government agencies. Our recommendation can be used for reference in many other developing markets.
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INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, under 4.0 industry and Basel impacts, Vietnam banks pay attention more to risk management, esp. New perspectives in governance , management and risk models. This is the condition for sustainable bank management and also the 1st reason we conduct this research paper.

Second, not only commercial banks take care of community, society and environment, but it also pay attention to sustainable banking model appearing in many developed countries with modern technology foundation, large financial resources and many initiatives on sustainability. The model of sustainable banking in developed countries is closely related and responsible with the community, and business operations meet the needs of both banks and local communities. Sustainable banking responds to the financial needs of local and regional communities by funding sustainable businesses that drive economic growth.

Third, monetary policy, fiscal policy and export-import or trade policies also have certain effects on bank market risk and their operation.

This study will calculate and figure out not only inflation but other macro factors, both internal and external, such as GDP growth, risk free rate, lending rate, S&P500, trade balance and exchange rate, etc. affecting the market risk level during the low inflation time (2015-2020).

We organize the paper with introduction, research issues, literature review, conceptual theories and methodology. Next will cover main research findings/results. Finally we present some discussion and conclusion and policy suggestion.
BODY OF MANUSCRIPT

Research Issues
The scope of this study are:
Issue 1: What are impacts of internal macro variables such as inflation, GDP growth, VNIndex, risk free rate,…on market risk of Saigon Hanoi bank (SHB)?
Issue 2: Evaluating impacts of external macro variables such as balance of trade, exchange rate and S&P500 on market risk of SHB measured by Beta CAPM

This paper also tests three (3) below hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1: the beta or risk level of listed bank (SHB) will increase if inflation increase and it will decrease if GDP growth increases.
Hypothesis 2: If exchange rate decreases (VND appreciation), beta CAPM will decrease.
Hypothesis 3: What are results when we are compare to other joint stock commercial banks group.

Literature review
Vuong Duc Hoang Quan (2012) said In the first stage, in general, the information from the Vietnam stock market is not sufficient in quantity and quality to estimate the beta coefficient according to the traditional method, which is regression analysis of stock returns volatility compared to indices. VN-Index to value the listed companies and stocks.
Truong Dong Loc and Duong Thi Hoang Trang (2014) show that earnings of stocks are positively correlated with market risk, firm size and the book value to market value (BE / ME) ratio. In other words, the Fama-French 3-factor model is suitable in explaining the change in profits of stocks listed on HOSE.
Dinh Tran Ngoc Huy (2015) analyzes the impact of VNIndex and internal and external macro variables on the stock price of ACB.
Curran and Velic (2018) took advantage of global data on stock prices and highly value CAPM model compared to previous models. They show that in the countries with higher level of openness of financial markets, fluctuation in exchange rate and bigger size of economy receive higher systematic covariance. Also there is negative correlation between world reserves and systematic risk.

Conceptual theories
Scholtens and Klooster (2019) investigated effects of bank sustainability on risk. Result shows that higher sustainability scores of banks significantly associate with lower default risk. We also establish that outperformance on sustainability reduces banks’ contribution to systemic risk. Thus, it appears that banks’ sustainability performance can spill over to the financial system. This implies sustainability is material for banks and their supervisors.
Sarker et al (2016) also noted an understanding of the concepts and the role of banking industry towards sustainability with special reference to Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), Green Banking (GB) and Financial Inclusion (FI). The study revealed a positive response in implementing the sustainability issues by the banks in various capacities under the guidance of the Central Bank.
Next, Mendez and Houghton (2020) identified the three biggest obstacles to sustainable banking identified by the authors are discussed: (1) The uncertain bank ability of projects; (2) non-transparency in tracking sustainable capital flows; and (3) no universal mechanism capable of making matches between green investment supply and demand.
In summary we identify 3 approaches of bank sustainability: green banking, CSR factors impacts on banking, technology advancement in banking, and in this paper, our research fill the gap in banking sustainability with effects of macro factors on bank market risk.

Methodology
Values of Beta CAPM are calculated data of stock price on HOSE and HNX stock market during 2015-2020. This is L-inflation time and China-US commerce war.
We use analytical and synthesis methods and dialectical materialism method. Analytical data is from the situation of listed bank (SHB) in Vietnam stock exchange.
Analysis of the effects of 9 macro variables on market risk of listed commercial bank, Saigon Hanoi commercial bank (SHB). Weekly data collected from 2015-2020 for SHB stock price to measure Beta and other macro data from reliable sources such as the General Statistics Office and commercial banks. Beta CAPM is a function with 9 macro variables (x1: GDP growth rate (g), x2: Risk-free rate Rf (i), x3: Loan interest rate (r), x4: Exchange rate (ex_rate), x5: S&P 500, x6: VNIndex, x7 : trade balance, x8: industrial production index, x9: CPI). We use OLS regression.
Based on that, Macro policies and risk management plans are recommended for both Saigon Hanoi commercial ban (SHB), relevant organizations and government.
In the below table, we see statistics for 9 variables. We find our standard deviation of Exchange rate and SP500 and trade balance (BOT) with highest values, while std. deviation of CPI, RF as lowest values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>Skewness</th>
<th>Kurtosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exchange rate</td>
<td>2.372097</td>
<td>0.879987</td>
<td>1.236962</td>
<td>14.62519</td>
<td>0.468101</td>
<td>0.773963</td>
<td>0.743949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP500</td>
<td>6.872397</td>
<td>6.650000</td>
<td>256706.0</td>
<td>23337.71</td>
<td>0.303800</td>
<td>0.462000</td>
<td>0.69829</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1** - Descriptive statistics for 9 macro variables

**MAIN RESULTS**

**General Data Analysis**

We look at the below figure, we find out correlation matrix of internal variables. We see that Increase in industrial manufacturing index will cause Beta CAPM of SHB decreases while decrease in CPI will make it increases.

**Figure 2** - Macro external and internal variables correlation matrix

**Empirical Research Findings and Discussion**

In the below section, data used are from 2015-2020 with weekly data for stock price of SHB, live data on VN stock exchange (HOSE and HNX mainly). Different scenarios are created by comparing 2 scenarios: macro internal factors impacts and macro external variables effects.

We model our data analysis as in the below figure:

**Figure 1** – Analyzing market risk under impacts from macro factors in 2 scenarios

Using OLS regression from Eviews, we find out: CPI has negative correlation with Beta CAPM of SHB.

**Figure** - Single factor impact on Beta CAPM
Looking at the below figure we see internal effects on Beta CAPM of SHB: GDP growth has positive correlation with SHB Beta CAPM, then CPI and lending rate have negative correlation with market risk. If lending rate increases, market risk will decrease.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>t-Statistic</th>
<th>Prob.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPI</td>
<td>-14.25956</td>
<td>18.89913</td>
<td>-0.754509</td>
<td>0.4698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1.006859</td>
<td>0.569132</td>
<td>1.767356</td>
<td>0.1110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| R-squared | 0.059491 | Mean dependent var | 0.612036 |
| Adjusted R-squared | -0.045010 | S.D. dependent var | 0.736058 |
| S.E. of regression | 0.752441 | Akaike info criterion | 2.431977 |
| Sum squared resid  | 5.095504 | Schwarz criterion  | 2.504321 |
| Log likelihood     | -11.37587 | F-statistic      | 0.569284 |
| Durbin-Watson stat | 2.594164 | Prob(F-statistic) | 0.469825 |

Figure - Internal impacts on Beta CAPM (SHB)
Finally, looking at the below figure we see external effects on Beta CAPM of SHB:
We recognize that Trade balance, exchange rate have positive correlation or impacts on Beta CAPM, whereas SP500 have negative correlation with market risk (SHB). If SP500 decreases, SHB market risk will increase slightly.

```
Figure - external impacts on Beta CAPM (SHB)
```

Next, we find out impacts of 6 macro factors on Beta CAPM. If BOT, VNIndex and CPI increase, market risk (SHB) will decrease. On the other hand, when SP500 goes up and VNIndex goes down, market risk will increase slightly as well.

```
Figure - Effects of 6 macro variables on Beta CAPM
```
Finally, we see both internal and external effects on Beta CAPM:
When GDP growth increases, beta CAPM of SHB will increases, it is NOT in favor of our 1st hypothesis above.
And if CPI increase the market risk will go down, it is NOT in favor of our 1st hypothesis. If exchange rate decreases (VND appreciation), it will makes market risk decrease. It is in favor of our 2nd hypothesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>t-Statistic</th>
<th>Prob.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BOT</td>
<td>-0.012406</td>
<td>0.015363</td>
<td>-0.807523</td>
<td>0.6075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX_RATE</td>
<td>0.001103</td>
<td>0.002526</td>
<td>0.436611</td>
<td>0.6737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP500</td>
<td>0.010195</td>
<td>0.012703</td>
<td>0.802579</td>
<td>0.6094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VNINDEX</td>
<td>0.003669</td>
<td>0.017965</td>
<td>0.204183</td>
<td>0.8178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>97.1415</td>
<td>141.4607</td>
<td>0.686703</td>
<td>0.6169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPI</td>
<td>-160.9211</td>
<td>211.5747</td>
<td>-0.760587</td>
<td>0.5860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>44.0044</td>
<td>160.5153</td>
<td>0.274415</td>
<td>0.8297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>169.9993</td>
<td>279.8319</td>
<td>0.607505</td>
<td>0.6525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM</td>
<td>-0.005576</td>
<td>0.013536</td>
<td>-0.411684</td>
<td>0.6913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>-73.09910</td>
<td>112.2421</td>
<td>-0.651263</td>
<td>0.5325</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R-squared 0.685929  Mean dependent var 0.512036
Adjusted R-squared -2.140709  S.D. dependent var 0.736058
S.E. of regression 1.304445  Akaike info criterion 2.789720
Sum squared resid 1.701578  Schwarz criterion 3.151443
Log likelihood -5.343458  F-statistic 0.242666
Durbin-Watson stat 3.115738  Prob(F-statistic) 0.927065

DISCUSSION FOR FURTHER RESEARCHES
We can continue to analyze risk factors behind the risk scene (FDI, public debt, etc.) in order to recommend suitable policies and plans to control market risk better.
In order to enhance risk management culture at SHB, a big listed joint stock commercial bank in Vietnam, we have to consider some following action plans:
- It is necessary to enhance the role of risk supervision and control according to the risk management process as follows:
  Step 1: Establish and analyze risk contexts (internal and external environment of the enterprise)
  Step 2: Identify and classify risks
  Step 3: Risk measurement and analysis
  Step 4: Risk assessment (level of risk)
  Step 5: Handling risks (through specific policies and plans)
Throughout the 5-step process of risk management in commercial banks and businesses is risk monitoring activities, performing communication and advisory functions for risk management activities.
The stability and soundness of the commercial banking system (commercial banks) plays an important and decisive role in macro stability and economic growth. Becoming an official member of the WTO since November 2006, Vietnam's commercial banking system has made positive changes, both in terms of operation scale, service quality, financial capacity, governance and current modernization of the bank. However, risks for commercial banks are also hidden, reflected in deteriorating credit quality, difficulties in liquidity management, interest rate risk management, term risk, exchange rate, ...

CONCLUSION AND POLICY SUGGESTION
For banking sustainability management, As shown from the above regression model and equation, Government and Ministry of Finance need to reduce lending rate and risk free rate for lower market risk.
This research paper provides evidence that the market risk are affected much more by CPI, GDP growth, risk free rate and lending rate. It means that the role of bank system in trying to control credit growth and rates reasonably. For other macro policies, GDP growth and exchange rate not necessary to increase too much to cause Beta CAPM climb up. Growing strategy within our control is always better.

Our model also shows that other macro factors such as VNIndex and exchange rate just have slight impact on Beta CAPM. And macro internal factors have much more effects on market risk of SHB.

Limitation of the research:

Finally, this study opens some new directions for further researches in risk control policies in medicine system as well as in the whole economy. We also can add other factors such as public debt into our model for expanding research. Even we can expand our research model for other Vietnam industries as well as in other emerging markets and all over the world.
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**Exhibit**

Exhibit 1 – Loan/Credit growth rate in the past years (2012-2018) in Vietnam

![Loan/Credit growth rate in the past years (2012-2018) in Vietnam](image-url)